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historically rooted Chinese cosmopolitanism, it seeks to redefine the boundaries of

ongoing debates. The volume’s real shortcoming, as Rey Chow incisively observes, is

in not including a discussion of what a paradigm of Chinese cosmopolitanism might

look like. Building on the discussions appearing in this volume, it appears that any

such alternative framework would need to consider the ways in which the core axes of

history, flexibility and pragmatism intersect each other in a Chinese cosmopolitan

world.

SIn WEN LAU

Department of Anthropology, School of Culture, Language and History

The Australian National University
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Popular Culture in Indonesia: Fluid Identities in Post-Authoritarian Politics, edited by

Ariel Heryanto, is a very welcome contribution to the study of Indonesian popular

culture. Comprising nine essays focused on the politics of identity in the production

and consumption of popular culture, the collection covers large ground, from

film and television to staged performances of music and dance. Heryanto and his

contributors approach identity as a process of negotiation that is situated in a

complex field of social interactions constituted by gender, class, age, regionalism,

ethnicity, nationhood, and globalisation. In this way the articulation of identity is

fluid, dependant on context and historical moment and thus, in Heryanto’s terms,

‘open-ended’. Both the editor and the contributors emphasise the importance of

ethnographic methodology in understanding the socio-historical contexts in which

identities are negotiated. The collection includes three chapters on film (Clark,

Hanan, Heryanto), four on television (Ida, Coutas, Yuliano, Jurriens) and two on

music and dance (Richer and a large section of Heryanto’s introduction).

In his well-framed introductory chapter, Heryanto emphasises that analyses of

products of popular culture have to be framed by their broader historical, political

and social contexts of production and consumption. He illustrates this brilliantly in

the example of the Inul controversy of 2003 and 2006, centred on debate over

whether this popular singer/dancer was ushering in national moral degradation

through her widely popular performances. In his analysis, Heryanto suggests several

binary oppositions as analytical tools that help highlight the multiple ideologies

implicated in this debate, such as regional pride versus capital power, Javanese

pleasure versus Islamic piety, patriarchy versus the women’s movement, lower versus

upper classes. The discussion demonstrates that far from being mere entertainment,
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popular culture is central both to Indonesian national politics and to a sense of

personal self-respect.

Marshall Clark’s chapter focuses on the intersections between masculinity, politics

and censorship in contemporary Indonesian cinema. His analysis is contextualised

within broader processes of Indonesian social and political transformation, with a

particular focus on representations of violence and the masculine. Edwin Jurriens’

contribution analyses the highly popular political parody show Newsdotcom, which

refers to a news agency of a fictional country called Republik Mimpi (Republic of

Dreams). Jurriens uses the concept of hyper-reality to demonstrate how activists,

media scholars and artists simulate Indonesian political reality through this show

in order to deconstruct it and simultaneously promote an alternative view on

democracy and politics. Ida’s chapter focuses on the immense popularity in Indonesia

of Asian-imported television drama series, suggesting that age, gender and class are

all important in determining the ways in which viewers perceive particular characters

in these programs.

Many of the other essays in this volume are equally evocative; Hunan’s exploration

of gender in Indonesian and Thai movies; recent representations of Chinese-

Indonesians in Indonesian films (Heryanto); the exploration of fandom and

intersections of global and local in Indonesia’s version of the internationally

franchised Idol talent series (Coutas); and Richter’s comparison between experiences

of village jatillan music and modern rock concerts. Yulianto’s chapter contends that

the widely popular ‘gossip shows’ known as infotainment serve to ‘re-domesticate’

Indonesian women. Unfortunately, this interesting point remains largely under-

developed.

All of the chapters demonstrate convincingly the complex and often contradictory

processes of identity formation and their inexorable links to the production and

consumption of various forms of popular culture. The volume suffers somewhat in

its balance; not all chapters offer equally compelling analyses. The introduction would

also benefit from a sharper explication of the concept of ‘under-class’ as well as a

fuller discussion of class in relation to cultural tastes. Nevertheless, such minor

shortcomings do not detract from the general usefulness of the volume particularly to

those interested in Indonesian studies and Asian popular culture but more broadly

for the fields of cultural studies and anthropology.

ANA DRAGOJLOVIC

School of Culture, Language and History, The Australian National University
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